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60G women evacuated from Telford Hall
in wake of room fire, water damage
By MARK TURNER
Newt Editor
An early evening fire in Telford Hall
last Thursday caused the evacuation of
nearly 800 women.
The fire was contained to one room on
the 10th floor. That room was "gutted,"
according to Larry Westbrook,
University safety coordinator.
The cause of the fire has not been
specifically determined and is still
under investigation.
There were no fire or smoke-related
injuries reported.
Pattie A. Clay
Hospital
was
alerted as
a
precautionary measure.
A 10th floor resident noticed smoke
coming from underneath the door of
room 1043. She pulled the alarm and
informed the residence hall director.
Sandra Fee, Telford director, opened
the door and saw flames coming out
from under the bed in the room.
The Richmond Fire Department and
the University Security Department
responded to the fire.
The fire was extinguished in approximately 35 to 40 minutes, according
to Thomas I.indquist, director of Safety
and Security.
"Everything in the room was
destroyed," Westbrook said.
Some smoke damage occurred but
the water used to extinguish the fire
caused the most damage.
The girls were evacuated from the
dorm and reassigned to other dorms for
the night.
Night maintenance crews were called
in and began cleanup procedures
Thursday night, according to Chad
Middleton, director of Building and
Grounds.
The dorm was reopened at 10 a.m.
Friday for all except the 10th floor
which was reopened at 1 p.m.

Dale Cozad, chairman of the
Department of Fire Prevention and
Control, was brought in to help in the
investigation of the fire.
It is likely that the fire started from
an electrical appliance, according to
Donald Feltner, vice president on
Public Affairs.
The cost of the fire has not been
determined.
The architectual design of the

The charred wreckage of room 1043 in Telford Hall is all that
remains after a fire totally destroyed it and parts of the room
next door last Thursday night. The cause of the fire is undetermined at this time. At right, the boarded up windows on

Open house policy proposes
more hours, less supervision
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Editor
Student Senate approved a new open
house proposal calling for less supervision and more hours of dorm
visitation Tuesday night.
Submitted by the Student Association
Open House Committee, the proposal
was based on the group's consultations
with Men's and Women's Interdorm
and other universities and a survey of
student opinion conducted in the fall.
Under the recommended policy
supervision in each dorm would be
reduced to one person on desk duty to
sign guests in and out, one resident
assistant and the dorm director.
The committee's justification for this
personnel cut is that one person is
needed at the desk for security reasons
and that it will reduce the cost of each
open house.
The proposal designates four nights
each week for open house:
1) an open night to be set for the
semester by each dorm house council
from 6 to 10 p.m.;

building was helpful in containing the
fire to one room, according to Westbrook.
"Telford Hall is a well-constructed
residence hall as far as safety goes,"
Westbrook said.
The temperature in the room reached
an estimated 1200 degrees as some of
the metal objects in the room melted
and the floor tiles were consumed.
"We're lucky it happened when it did.
If it would have been later in the

2) Fridays from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.;
3) Saturdays from 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.;
4) Sundays from 2 to 7 p.m.
The proposal stated that the hours
request was "conservative" because its
survey showed one-fourth of the
students wanted 24-hour visitation.
Senator Maria Domenech seconded
this idea, asking the Senate to ask for
more than one weeknight open house
since "everything always gets taken
away or cut off anyway."
SA President Mike Duggins called the
proposal a "conservative" request
also. "I didn't jump up and down when
I read this," he said in reference to the
committee's recommendation. "But I
feel it is probably very well suited to the
needs of the majority."
Rita Masden, SA vice president and
Open House Committee chairman, said
the group had tried "to get a happy
medium" in designing the proposal.
"Of course, this is going to be seen as
very liberal by some people," she
added.
The proposal now goes to the Council
(■ec OPEN HOUSE page U>
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evening we could have had a disaster,"
Feltner said.
The fire could have been a blessing in
disguise, according to Westbrook.
Practical experience in the dorms
and a look at what needs to be done to
prevent future incidents have helped
both the University and the fire
department in fire safety procedure,
according to Westbrook.

the tenth floor are a grim reminder of the fire. Firemen battled the flames for nearly an hour before getting it under control.

periscope
An unidentified flu with no known
cure has sent hundreds to the Infirmary for help. Feature Editor
Larry Bernard has the story on
page3.
Income tax time is upon us. This
year a new form makes it easier.
Staff writer Rob Sanders tells
how on page 6.
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SGAK reps serve students
as legislative lobbyists
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Editor
Students at Kentucky's eight state
universiUes have thelftown Voice at the
current session of the state legislature
in Frankfort.
V
Doubling as lobbyists wheW'ihey can
take away from classes thii-iemester
are student government representatives from schools belonging to the
Student Government Association of
Kentucky (SGAK).
Whenever possible, these students
make the trip to the state capitol to

knock doors, talk politics and practice
some of the subtler arts of persuasion
for the benefit of university students.
"We're talking to anybody and
everybody we know up there," Lewis
Grasshaam, SGAK president and
Murray student body president said in a
phone interview.
He and a group of SGAK representatives including Mike Duggins,
Student Association president, will be
in Frankfort Monday to talk with
legislators, constitutionally-elected
state officials and members of the
(see SCAK page 12(

Dorm residents find
fire drill authentic
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
t

When the fire started on the 10th floor
of Telford Hall, most of the women
were In the lobby watching a talent
show.
As the rest of the women filed Into the
lobby for what they assumed to be
"another fire drill," few were dressed
for the 55 degrees-below-zero chill
factor outside.
"When we saw the fire was bad, I told
them to evacuate the dorm. Even If the
girls weren't dressed to go outside,"
said Jeannette Crockett, Dean of
Women.
Most of the women didn't have coats
and many had no shoes. Some were
dressed in T-shirts and shorts.
Some had their hair in rollers.
The women were to evacuate to
Walters Hall. This was the plan In case
of emergency.
Many students who were drawn to the
scene of the fire offered coats and
jackets to the evacuating women.
Men carried those without shoes up the

icy lull to Walters' lobby.
The women arrived at Walters to find
blankets, shoes, socks and coats
waiting for them. All were donated by
residents of the dorm.
"All I can remember Is that it was
cold outside but when I got to Walters it
was warm. I had someone* coat. I
don't know who gave it to me," one
Telford resident said.
There was no panic.
"The students did beautifully. We
couldn't have rehearsed it better,"
Crockett said.
Once in Walters' lobby the women
were arranged by floors by Sam Ward,
assistant director of housing.
Each floor was assigned to a different
dorm to spend the night.
"What happened here was that a girl
would have a friend In Burnam but had
been assigned to Martin. We felt they
needed their friends," Crockett said.
The women were allowed to stay with
any friend but were asked to leave the
room number and telephone number of
where they were staying so they could
(see FIRE page 12)
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'Would you believe it? An open book test and I forgot
■*" Actually this is Kathy Keil studying intently as

ItrMCUVMXi
her adopted canine, Sunshine, looks on with curious silence.
Sunshine frequently accompanies Kathy to class.

Sunshine warms Kathy KeiVs day
By LINDA KINNAN
Staff Writer
Getting an education hasn't been as
easy as the proverbial "life of a dog"
for Sunshine, but then this sevenmonths-old part-collie and shepherd
has already been through the school of
hard knocks.
She didn't always have a cozy upstairs apartment in the green house pff
Main Street with equal rights to the
bed, couch and warm human companionship.
Yes, life is good now for Sunshine—
the wagging tail and shiny coat attest to
that—"but ah, my sad past;" she seems
to be thinking, curling up on the . sich
and closing those soulful amber eyes.
Perhaps Sunshine is dreaming of that
September day when Kathy Keil, a
sophomore communications and public
relations major from Cleveland, Ohio,
found her near the goal posts on Hanger
Field during the Austin Peay game.

The homeless pup had been kicked
and was suffering from malnutrition
and parasites. Most people would have
probably given her one look and given
up.
Keil, who has befriended strays
before, admits Sunshine was the worst
case she's ever come across but she
Just couldn't leave her to die.
After a trip to the vet, lots of "TLC"
and a futile search for the puppy's
owner, Keil had fallen in love with
Sunshine.
. *"
This-could be the happy ending to a
sad beginning without this one hitch—
Keil lived on the third floor of Walters
Had and in the dorms, all pets—be they
feathered, furred or scafed—are
supposedly forbidden.
But to this fun-loving girl who once
hid a one hundred and thirty pound
German Shepherd in Burnam Hall for
two months, concealing the puppy
seemed easy.
So Sunshine went underground for the

fall semester and Keil, her roommate
and friends entered a conspiracy both
troublesome and rewarding.
Picture Keil smuggling Sunshine into
the dorm within her coat or a purse,
hiding her under a blanket or in the
closet when strangers were around.
These tactics worked for a while but
soon Keil and Sunshine were scampering up five flights on the fire escape.
Keil admits they had a few close
calls, "especially toward the end of the
semester when the dorm director had
seen us together on campus so often she
rtally suspected I was '"gping a dog.
But since room check is posted twentyfour hours In ad.ance, . _:*ayt knew
when to take Sunshine out." ,
So began Sunshine's education—first
English and psychology, then logic.
Highly intelligent, according to her
devoted master. Sunshine plans to
braiich out this semester—maybe into
the humanities.
(see SUNSHiNE page It)
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Safety hazards remain

Telford fire handled with skill
Last Thursday night's fire in
Telford Hall demonstrated
some of the best aspects of
University dorm living, as well
as a vision of some cf its worst
possibilities.
The handling of the blaze,
which routed over 600 girls
from a warm dorm on a bitter
cold and icy evening, was impressive at every level.
Within minutes after the fire
was reported, the girls were
calmly evacuated by Telford
directors and resident
assistants. The surprising absence of wide-spread panic can
be attributed in large part to
these workers' understanding
and carrying out of their
responsibilities.
Students from other areas of
campus were on the scene
quickly, too - not to gawk but to
lend a hand when needed. Male
students carried girls without
shoes to nearby Walters Hall
where others greeted them with
hot tea, blankets and comforting words.
Girls in other dorms opened
their rooms to friends and
strangers from Telford so they
had a warm comfortable place
to spend the night.

University administrators
and Interdorm representatives
worked calmly and efficiently
to bring the situation under
control - and they did. All the
practice sessions and drills in
the world cannot totally
prepare anyone for the trauma
of an actual emergency, yet in
this instance all the rescue
machinery clicked smoothly into gear.
Certainly a great deal of the
credit goes to Safety and
Security and especially its
Safety coordinator, Larry
Westbrook, who had worked
with the Richmond Fire Department during Christmas
vacation to set up the best
possible means of fighting fires
in any dorm on campus.
Hopefully, these cooperative efforts will continue.
The Telford fire, handled so
well by all involved, can still
serve as a warning to all those
concerned - student residents,
directors or administrators.
Perhaps in the future students will pay closer attention
to fire drills or what may appear to be a false alarm. (After
all, dorm residents react
quickly enough when they think

someone is coming to take their
hotplates).
Nothing brings home the
necessity of being prepared for
any emergency like being
caught in the middle of one.
The use of appliances,
whether for cooking, ironing or
other chores, abounds in every
dorm—if not in every room. No
official edict could totally
banish hot plates or such gear
from the dorm; students would
always find a way around the
rules.
However, the administration
might consider setting up or reopening several small kitchens
and ironing rooms stationed in
convenient spots in every
dorm.
Such additions, properly
cared for and used, could
eliminate some of the danger of
ah iron left sitting on a bed or
the unplugged popcorn popper.
Fire safety, like all types of
protection, begins with the individual, of course.
The
student in the dorm who pays
attention to what is going on
(and what is plugged in) in his
own room, as well as down the
hall, will be taking at least one
step towards a safer place to
live.
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The Telford fire:
appreciation...
Editor:
"It'll never happen to me," I have
often thought in my mind when reading
of a tragedy. But, it did happen tome—
consuming all my possessions and my
pride.
All I wanted to do was go homeaway from dorms and college life. My
mind was changed quickly with all the
generosity and compassion expressed
by the people of this campus.
I thank everyone who gave my
roommate and myself clothing, personals and love. I want to especially
thank our R.A. Debbie, Julie and
Marlene and the Wesley Foundation.
May God bless you all and protect you
from harm.

Julie Henker and
Jenny Grey
Box 403 Martin Hall
Editor:
We students are quick to point out to
anyone who will listen that we are
responsible adults, but seldom do we
get an opportunity to do more than pay
lip service to this ideal.
I.ast Thursday evening was an exception.

A room was on fire in Telford Hall,
the wind chill factor was a frigid minus
55 degrees, and the fire and a broken
water main necessitated the evacuation
of the building.
Students from all over campus
responded magnificently. Coats,
blankets, shoes, and helping hands in
abundance from every residence hall
on campus flowed to the scene as if
drawn by a magnet.
Strong backs carried barefoot
students from one hall to another where
rooms were willingly shared for those
displaced.
I am proud of you, EKU STUDENTS,
for your demonstration of compassion
and warmth for your peers. On behalf
of Women's Interdorm, I want to extend
our heartfelt appreciation to all of you
for your assistance in this matter.
Respectfully,
Pam McCauley, President
Women's Interdorm
Editor:
On behalf of the Area of Student
affairs I would like to express our
sincere
appreciation for the
cooperation throughout the student
body during the period of the recent
severe weather conditions and the fire
In Telford Hall.
It is this type of attitude of working
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together for the good of all concerned
that distinguishes our student body as
the finest group of students that are
found on any college campus in the
country.
We appreciate the cooperation of the
students.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. Myers,
Vice President for Student Affairs

... commenda tion...
Editor:
There are many, many people who
deserve commendation for their actions and efforts in helping dispel with
what could have been another
Providence tragedy last Thursday in
Telford Hall.
The two girls who discovered the fire
are to be commended for their quick
actions of turning in the alarm and
evacuating the floor. Their quick response contributed significantly to the
safe evacuation of the entire building.
The director of Telford Hall, Miss
Sandy Fee, her assistant director and
her staff of resident assistants are also
to be highly commended for their actions in evacuating the building' and
helping the girls find shelter in nearby
residence halls.
I cannot begin to express the admiration that I felt as the Office of
Student Affairs kicked Into gear.
I witnessed what true professionals we
have in this organization as Dr. Myers,
Dean Crockett, and Mr. Hutchinson and
his housing personnel reviewed
damages, checked on the safety of the
residents, and reassigned the residents
to other dormitories.
Six hundred girls were actually
reassigned by Mr. Hutchinson's offices
before the fire was extinguished.
Mr. Middleton did a fantastic Job of
directing the clean-up process as his
assistants, electricians, plumbers,
and custodians returned to campus to
work the night long in order to clean the
dormitory of the thousands of gallons oi
water.
I think that the most commendable
job was done by our own students who
opened up their arms and hearts as
they aided or carried girls to other,
dormitories where they were welcomed}
for the night.
This is one of the reasons that make
Pam McCauley and I so proud to
represent you-the campus beautiful.
Most sincerely,
Gregory L. Ryan President
Men's Interdormitory Board

...and a possible
solution
Editor:
The recent fire in Telford Hall and
surprise search of some dorm rooms
has raised doubts in our minds as to the
appropriateness of the current policy
regarding cooking appliances.
If one looks at the policies of other
universities, EKU seems to be
somewhat outdated. For example,
Western's policy is or used to be one in
which certain cooking appliances were
permitted in the rooms.
Upon admission to the dorm, a
security officer inspected the appliances for safety, i.e. frayed cords,
and then would attach a sticker to
them.
Thus, there is no need for a student to
hide hot appliances under beds or in
drawers In fear of them being conviscated. Our present policy forces
students to be negligent, thereby endangering both University property
and student lives.
Rebecca R. Ward
Box 103 McGregor
Dora L. Davlson
Box 104 McGregor

Thanks for
warm offer
Editor:
JJ

Could we use your column to express
a word of thanks? We would put it In
the classified section, but since The
Progress doesn't have any we hoped
you would spare a few lines.
We would like to thank our "Angel of
Mercy" who was so nice to give us a
ride back from the Bypass on a cold,
snowy Thursday night. We forgot to
ask her name, but we hope she'll see
this and'know that we appreciated her
kindness.
Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Becky Tipton and friends
BurnamHall

Letters policy
Letters to the editor are welcome. AU
letters mast be signed, less than 4M
words and include the address and
telephone number of the writer.
Address all correspondence to: Editor,
The Eastern Progress, Fourth Fleer,
Jones Building, EKU, Richmond, Ky.

mm.

Any member of the university
community Interested In submitting a
guest opinion article to the Progress for
publication should contact the editor.

yes
ByLESC.RAMSDELL
Assoc. Professor, School and
Public Health
The recent revelation by Mr.
Califano of HEW that our
government is planning to conduct an antismoking campaign
has brought forth criticism
from the political leaders of
tobacco-producing states (including Kentucky, of course).
It seems to me that our
civilization is based on a whole
collectieg of do's and don'ts.
We are also told how to save
energy and how to be a more
thrifty shopper—why not a
healthier American?
If anyone loses the ability to
choose freely it is the young
person who grows up with "the
weed." It becomes so easy for
him to continue smoking, yet so

difficult to quit. When he's old
enough to make an informed
choice, he can't.
If junior high and high school
students (or younger) become
the target population for this
program, I view this as a very
positive step.
While it may be confusing to
an intelligent teenager who
learns that his government subsidizes the tobacco farmer,
spends millions on research to
help conquer lung cancer, and
is now encouraging him not to
smoke, this will be the first
governmental effort at prevention.
A "smokeless generation"
may be unrealistic, but fewer
Joseph Califanos (an ex-three
pack a day smoker) would be a
boom to our nation's health (as
well as to the non-smokers)!!!

no
By JAMES STOCKER
Professor of Agriculture
It would be a grave mistake
for the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare to try to
control the smoking habits of
the people.
Habits that relate to health
are a personal concern and
should not be regulated by
departmental .edict. This approach violates our personal
freedom. Through the 18th
amendment, we attempted to
outlaw the use of alcoholic
beverages.
After several years of trying,
this approach to the problem
turned out to be a total failure.
It is beyond the scope of the law
to make our health and moral
decisions.
If in the final analysis the
government has the authority

to control our use of tobacco,
then it would also have the right
to require us to use certain
foods, go to the dentist or doctor, to exercise, etc... These
are not proper government
functions.
Our forefathers were afraid
of large and powerful government, therefore they wanted as
little control of their lives by
law as possible.
HEW has a much larger
budget than the Department of
Defense. Is it wise for such a
mushrooming department to
get such a hold on how people
live. No! Recommendation
perhaps but not regulation.
A better solution to the
smoking problem would be to
spend the effort and money to
develop new varieities of tobacco with low nicotine and tar
content.

Have time, will hurry
by Dieter Carlton
Time has its wonder; it drifts without end,
While we with technology its duration extend.
Today we span continents at speeds of such kind,
That sound at its loudest is left far behind.
Those trips to the store we can take laying down,
While the "yellow pages" go walking down town.
We have washers and dryers, computers galore;
And microwave ovens make cooking a bore.
Trash is no burden, now compacters press;
No hand-washing dishes, a machine cleans the mess.
There are banks without tellers all night and all day;
Remote control TV and stairs that convey.
When all such conveniences make little to do,
You'd think we'd be having more liesure time, too.
Instead we go hastily ri^hing about;
Racing with time of that there's no doubt.
We hurry to class or to work we go fast;
Worried we'll flunk or our job won't last.
With "Rolaids" and "Turns" our pockets we stuff;
And one cup of coffee just isn't enough.
So smart we've become; why do we pretend
It's life we now shorten not time we extend.
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Rest, fluids, aspirin only treatment for the bug
By LARRY BERNARD
Feature Editor
Once upon a tune there <*as
a college campus snugly
situated in the city of Richmond, Ky. Many buildings
adorned
the
"campus
beautiful" and students
flocked from faraway states
and countries to attend the
college
All was quiet, all was
serene, until one unexpected
day an "unidentified bug"
carrying a deadly flu virus
whipped through the college
air forcing many students to
be bedridden for a week or
more.
The bug was not
prejudiced; it hit white, black,
rich and poor alike.
All was not lost, however, as
the ever-present men and
women in sterile, white coats
and starched caps (known
simply as the Infirmary
personnel) came to the
rescue.
Seriously, though, the flu
epidemic that is sweeping

dramatically across campus
is a very' serious one, according to Dr.
Coles
Raymond, M.D.
All sorts of rumors have
been floating areund campus
as to the identity of the flu
virus. Some have mentioned
the Texan, Hong Kong and
even the Russian flus.
Raymond said he didn't
really know what type of flu
virus was hitting the campus
and other areas but he did say
he didn't think it was the
Russian flu.
"We're guessing
like
everyone else," Raymond
said. "Those doctors who
label this flu are really just
guessing. But it's not the
Russian flu because I don't
think it has reached here yet."
In the period between Jan.
12 through Jan. 27 there were
a reported 156 flu cases
treated by the Infirmary. This
contrasts with only five
reported flu cases in
December.

Raymond said the Infirmary has been swamped with
students seeking medical
treatment of the flu.
However, he said the Infirmary has no treatment for the
epidemic except "rest, fluids
and aspirin.
"Just like\ the old commercial," he s'aid.
Raymond added they could
treat the symptoms by
prescribing a decongestant for
clogged-up
heads,
a
chloroseptic for sore-throats
and cough medicine.
"This is not to say that we
don't want student; .over
here," Raymond said.1" "We
want them to come to get help.
But we've been so busy this
year. We have had as many as
256 students in one day.
"With only two doctors that
makes it pretty bad. You
can't expect us to work our
asses off."
If students will reflect backward for a moment they may
recall the flu epidemic that

hovered over campus last
winter I remember those infamous swine-flu shots? I.
This year's epidemic is
predicted to be even worse.
Two students who have been
exposed to the bug will avowto this prediction.
Joan Cornett, a senior
speech
pathology
and
audiology major, said she
"didn't want to do anything
for five or six days" when she
had the flu. She had a temperature of 102 and headaches,
chills and nausea.
Cornett said the flu hit her
all of a sudden but she had
begun to feel sick two days
before, but not with the usual
cold symptoms.
She was
forced to miss three days of
classes because she "had to go
home because the Infirmary
recommended I have someone
wait on me."
Jody Hendricks said he first
began to feel the effects of the
flu with a sore throat that
"progressively became

Summer studies thaw winter storms

By CRAIG COMBS
Staff Writer

Tired of the arctic-style
weather? Mid-semester blues
got you down? Joseph DiLillo,
Director of the Midwest
Center for Off-Campus Studies
(MCOCS) has got the program
for you.
MCOCS, which is an
association of five two-year
institutions, will for the second
year offer summer classes
held at locations varying from
Lincoln, 111. to Paris, France.
According to DiLillo, the
MCOCS feels "these courses
will provide a wealth of
fascinating academic experiences to all participants."
Two Business or Applied
Science courses will be held in

August by YMCA College in
Lincoln, 111. and Chicago for
three hours credit.
These
courses will "focus on practical and theoretical basic
training in preparation for
entry level airline or travel
agent employment."
Lincoln College will sponsor
Humanities, Art, Theatre,
Geography and Biology
classes, with the Humanities
class being held in Dublin,
Ireland, the Art class in Paris,
France and the Theatre
course at the University of
Sussex in Palmer, England.
Other interesting travel opportunities exist in the Marine
Biology course in Marathon,
Fla. and the Geography study
in the Colorado mountains.
Nicolet College sponsors a
two-week Speech and Theatre

class in London and an
Anthropological study on
Woodland Indian Culture to
last over a month in
Rhinelander, Wis. The Indian
study will involve "field
projects such as construction
of wigwams and canoes,"
while students enrolled in the
Speech and Theatre class
"will have opportunities to
view stage productions in
London and Stradfordt."
The cost of these summer
courses will vary from the
$200 range for the Business
courses to around $750 for the
overseas classes.
The classes are generally
two to three weeks long with
the earliest one beginning in
the middle of May and the
latest one ending near the end

of August.
For more information about
MCOCS and the summer
courses, write to:
Dr. Joseph DiLillo, Director
Midwest Center for OffCampus Studies
Lincoln College
Lincoln, Illinois 62656
Telephone: 217-732-3155

worse." He said he had chills
one minute and was hoi
another.
"It was just really rough,"
he said. "I had a fever of 101.
I didn't have any appetite and
when I touched myself I ached
all over. I missed a full day of
classes."
Hendricks said one of his
friends told him he looked like
"death warmed over."
Raymond also agrees this
year's epidemic appears to be
worse.
"Last year's flu seemed to
hang on for a long time but it
didn't knock everyone down
like this year. There didn't
seem to be as many cases last
year and the symptoms
weren't as bad. This year
we've had several 103 temperatures," he said.
Contrary to what many
people believe, vitamin C ia^'^^mm!
not a deterrent of the flu or the V»^j,
=L
cold. But Raymond said there
. — « —y^
is no hard evidence to say it
is either.
The best deterrent against
flu, according to Raymond, Is
just to keep one's general
health in good shape.
"Don't be silly about
exposure, don't party all night
long and avoid malnutrition.
Just use common sense and
good health."
Raymond said he didn't
know any certain foods that
might prevent one from
catching the flu because "they
The Daniel Boone statue that stands in front
taught us so damn little in
of the Keen Johnson Building shows the efmedical
school
about
fects of the "winter of 78" as he's nearly
nutrition."
covered by snow. More than 18 inches of the

Silent sentinel
"white stuff" has fallen on the campus in the
last two weeks, but it only took a few inches to
give Daniel a new coat,

What measures do you think could be taken
to better prepare dorms for fire ?

I PM« ky STEVE BROWN >

$200 a day

New grill system ups profits
ByJACKSHUMWAY
Staff Writer
In its first week of operation
under the new system the
University grill has shown a
vast improvement over the old
system, according to Larry
Martin director of food services.
Martin said under the
reorganization, "We stopped
the people from stealing." He
went on to say the grill's income had increased by $200 a
day.

Prior to the change, Martin
said the grill had been losing
between $150 and $200 a day in
food.
Under the old system employees of the grill had been
preparing about 75 gallons of
orange juice a day and now
only about 30 gallons is
prepared. The use of 20 cases
or potato chips has been cut
to 8 cases. And where before
rearrangement of the grill the
coke machines had to be reset
several times per day it is

done only once now.
Martin said the change was
made without an increase in
the number of employees used
in the grill.
The new system was
created, according to Martin,
so the food service could
continue to "furnish the
students food as cheaply as we
can." The only other alternative to rearrangement of
the grill would have been a 25
per cent increase in prices.

The
Very Feminine
Question of
Life Insurance

tall the r'idrlit> I'nion Field Associate
in »our area:

I think they should tell us more
about procedures rather than just
having occasional fire drills. So
people won't be running out without
coats and shoes.

Lisa Taylor, 21, freshman

Ronald Wheeler, 22, senior

Paula Berke, 1$, sophomore

RAs should be coming around more
to check on people so they could spot
a fire or anything going on that's
Illegal.

Bruce Miracle, a, sophomore

Our entire stock of Fall and Winter
Sportswear, dresses, coats, REDUCED
PANTS-7" to 12"
JEANS-7"to12"
Originally to 20"'
Originally to 2000

Jim McCbesney
•23-MM
Steve Dowd
63-34M
Phil Perry

Fidelity
Union Life

SWEATERS-5" to 12"
Originally to 25"

Luxon Building 128 Big Hill Ave

Richmond. Ky.

Should have more fire drills in the
dorms. They also could use more
fire extinguishers. At the beginning
of the year maybe they should meet
with the students in the dorm and
tell them what to do.

Ornom

In these liberated times no woman need '
settle for weak, ineffective financial
planning. Developing financial
independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is
for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field
Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a CollegeMaster " or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

Bob Roberts
General Agent
63-704
Ron Owens
Patricia D. Best
C3-77M

They haven't inspected the rooms
yet and we've been here three
weeks. In my dorm there are also
big holes in the wall. They should
recheck the wiring just in case.

40475

i

A

SHIRTS-6" to 7"
Originally to 13"

^^■^MMIM«*9MJMUMaMMMi
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Vaporizers can help
fight viral infection

an apple a day.

^3^r^r|fcr^l978-

Coles Raymond M.D

i,S8i?w?3cwff0O0W?a

OH. COMC OAfj
It.Z.' HA* YOU

There are two ways of talking a bout^'the flu".
First are the scientifically specific Ous—AlcB, Hong
Kong, Victoria, Russian, etc. each with its own virus.
Then there is the "flu symptom complex" which simply means flu symptoms without known specific individual virus causes, a sort of "any number can play"
game that anonymous viruses can enjoy in people, like
kids playing sandlot baseball.
The point is, since there isn't a bloody thing we can do
about virus infections from a practical point of view,
who, apart from researchers, cares?
The fact is that while there are drugs that show
promise, none has been approved for general use, and
only our bodies can modify the course or end virus
diseases.
Now for the human immune system to create specific
antibiotics requires unmeasured but certainly very
great amounts of physical energy, which explains part
of the prostration that goes with viral disease.
So the only order we can give that really means
something is "rest."
For mothers of small children, students, big shots,
small shots, and everyone else this is an unacceptable
order. Sorry folks, we doctors can't change the facts.
There is one other thing that may help.
For about a decade now many large studies in both
countries have agreed that in Northern U.S.A. and
Canada, the indoors in winter is drier than Death Valley,

/AOt fkWftt, JIM- 79U-

/v*»/*c ir *r*£j> M£, *«•*/->
Fo* PteAkFATT.'!*
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///',

museum
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Le. than the driest place on earth.
This absolutely bakes and cooks the respiratory membranes sinuses, inner ear, bronchi, you name it They
can barely resist or heal infection.
Obviously,
vaporizers enter the picture.
Now we come to economics. Why has the cost of
vaporizers been dropping like a stone lately ?
I mean to say now of all times. Without having a fact
in the world, my guess is that the Japanese are dumping
on the vaporizer market. If so, all to the good, because
now for under $10 you can get features from the previous
I1&-J20 class.
These are (1) Runs all night, (2) has room temperature (not cold) vapor, and (3) turns itself off if the
water gets too low for safety. All this for |7-|9!!! Asof
last week yes!!
All life has books, and the one here is that these cheap
little fellows have horribly bad carrying power—1 to 2
feet is about it. They won't help your roommate or your
room, you have to be selfish and hunch it in close to
where you study and where you sleep, so you are sure to
be breathing moist air.
If you do that, you will get well one-third sooner, and
be one-third less likely to get another respiratory infection according to Canadian reports.
So that's it—be as named in your physical behavior
and environment as possible get adequate rest, and the
great medical centers of the world can offer no more!

Coed snips friends for fun

I'M HU*6*Y>
AAO> rvsoa
HY win AA/D

By LINDA KINNAN
Staff Writer

kto* Hf*f

Not many people on campus
are aware that Nancy Turner,
a junior elementary education
major from Lebanon, Ohio,
moonlights as a barber in her
off-campus apartment.
She
never
went
to
beautician's school or had
special training. She isn't
even seriously considering
turning her hobby into a
profession.
"Mostly I just cut my
friends' hair—it's fun,"
Turner said.
Once, after

" CLOSE ENCOUNTERS'
IS ONE OF
THE MOST SPECTACULAR

watching a friend wield the
comb and scissors, she
caught onto the art of snipping and styling and decided
to do her friends a favor.
Turner explained that she
doesn't use any particular
technique or method but has a
mental idea of what she wants
and happily, it just works out.
Did
she ever butcher
anyone?
"No," she laughed, "but my
first haircut took
three
hours." Another time Turner
couldn't turn that mental
image into reality but no one
got mad about it.

HELD OVER In The 8th
Rmcord Brmqklnq Week

Turner advises everyone to
take the time to brush their
hair with a good quality brush
and to have a cut every four
weeks "even if it's just to trim
the ends—the hair really loves
It!"
She feels that winter
weather is just as hard on hair
as summer, both seasons
contributing their share of
drying effects.
Using a
conditioner is a good idea, too.
"I've tried a variety of
shampoos and have settled on
three I like."
Another of Turner's opinions is that in regards to curling and drying equipment,
less is better. Those hot
combs, blowers and rollers
only damage and dry hair. She
doesn't use hair spray, either..
Turner probably does more
trims on male friends because
"lots of guys don't want to go
to beauty parlors but can't get

what they want at the barber
shop." She's observed that
shorter styles are becoming
more popular with both sexes
but she still works with many
"longhairs."
Turner declined to make
any spring or summer
predictions, saying that
hairstyles seem to be very
individualistic. This leads to
the conclusion that hairstyle
often affects first impressions
of people and possibly sends
out personality clues.
Turner confessed she's
thought about using her
shearing skills for profit but
feels college is more important.
I've invested a lot in my
education, of course, but if I did
turn professional I'd want to be
in a barber shop setting rather
than a beauty salon." She
paused. "I just enjoy cutting
hair and talking with my
friends."

The Towne Cinema
WEKY Lets You Pick
Your Entertainment

CLOSG ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND

Phone in your choice for our midnight movie, your suggestion will
be considered and if your entry Is
picked, you win a night of free
entertainment for yourself and 5
of your friends.
Just call Towne Cinemas any
night between 9:30-11:30 and give
your recommendation for the
midnight movie.
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12:15

Midnight Movie

for attractions and times call 623-8884
24 hours a day And listen to
WEKY 1340 AM on your dial

Admission
$1.00
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SPECIAL MATINEE

Murder
By Death
623-0588

Sat. & Sun. Only
1:00 & 3:00 P.M.

V.
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A MUSICAL ADVENTURE
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Greek Week officials
plan to meet Feb. 8

the

direct current;
Lynne Kruer
Please send notice of special events and meeting
times, dates and places to Lynne Kruer, organizations
editor, 4th floor, Jones Building Unless notice is in by
the Friday preceding publication, placement in The
Direct Current cannot be guaranteed.
Today, Feb. 2
4:30 Association of Law Enforcement meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
5:00 Sigma Tau Pi meeting. Room A, Powell Building.
7:00 Theta Chi Smoker, Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
7:00 Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
7:30 Sigma Alpha Epsilon meeting, Herndon Lounge
Powell Building.
Friday, Feb. 3
7:00 Kappa Delta meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
8:00 Division of Guidance Services, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
Sunday, Feb. S
7:00 Theta Chi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship meeting Room
B, Powell Building.
7:30 Sigma Nu meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
8:00 Sigma Pi meeting, RoomD, Powell Building.
8:00 Sigma Tau Alpha meeting, Room A, Powell
Building.
8:00 Association of Fire Science Technicians meeting.
Room C, Powell Building.

-

Monday, Feb. S
4:30 Progress meeting, 4th floor, Jones Building.
4:30 Recreation Club meeting, Room B.Powell Building.
5:00 Inter-fraternity Council meeting, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
6:30 Black Student Union meeting. Room B, Powell
Building.
7:00 Kappa Alpha meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Accounting Club meeting, Room E, Powell
Building.
7:30 Phi Delta Theta meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
9:00 Collegiate Pentacle meeting. Room A, Powell
Building.
9:15 Theta Chi meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
10:30 Nursing Department meeting, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
Tuesday, Feb. 7
4:30
Panhellenic meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.

5:00 Kappa Delta Pi meeting, Jaggers Room,
Building.
,6:00 Student Association meeting, Kennamer
Powell Building.
7:00 Pi Kappa Alpha meeting, Jaggers Room,
Building.
8:30 Theta Chi meeting, Kennamer Room,
Building.

Powell
Room,

By MATTHEW DURHAM
Staff Writer
Everyone is invited to dance
the "Breath of Life" to help
raise money for the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation on Feb. 6
and 7.
The "Breath of Life" is the
title of the dance-a-thon that
is being sponsored by the
Alpha Delta Pi, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Sigma Tau Alpha and
Lambda
Chi
Alpha
organizations to raise money
for physical therapy equipment for the Cystic Fibrosis
Clinic at the University of
Kentucky's Medical Center.

Powell
Powell

Six senses are 'Main' topic
at Rho Epsilon frat lecture

Perhaps, a clothes designer
by the look of her tailor cut,
sophisticated suit with the
high-heeled knee boots to
match.
Why not a successful
business woman? Main is the
founder and president of New
Directions System in Houston,
TX, a real estate firm.
Main was recently a guest
speaker for the Rho Epsilon
fraternity.
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'Breath of Life' dance marathon
raises money for Cystic Fibrosis

Wednesday. Feb. 8
3:30 Department of Mass Communication meeting,
Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
5:00 Greek Week meeting. Room A, Powell Building.
7:00 Accounting Club meeting, Room E, Powell
Building.
7:00 Society of Collegiate Journalists meeting, Room E,
Powell Building.
7:30 Phi Delta Theta meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
8:00 Lambda Sigma meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.

By LYNNE KRUER
Organizations Editor
"Rae Main" is a curious
name that says something
distinct about the person
behind it.
An actress, maybe, by the
dramatic personality she
displays.

February 3, 1978

her father who was a builder.
Over the years, she has
designed and built houses
alon witn
8
»eU*ng re«I estate.
Sne n w
°
serves as the
training and education
director for the National
Apartment Association along
with owning her company.
"I like a challenge and once
that challenge is finished I
move on to other things—I
don't like to get bored!" Main
said.
Her vivacious personality
flows forth in her speeches.
She spoke to the audience
about the six senses and applied them to the com-

munications aspect in real
estate.

It will be held in the Keen each hour danced. Sponsor
Johnson Building
nest sheets can be picked up at the
Monday and Tuesday from 7 Powell Information desk and
p.m. to 1 a.m. There will be a in all of the dormitories.
ten minute break each hour.
Dancers are asked to bring
Refreshments will be served
sponsor sheets on Feb. 6.
to all the dancers.
A television will be awarded
The dance is open to
everyone who has obtained a as the grand prtxe to the
sponsor to pledge money for organization that turns in the

most money before Feb. 18.
First place prise will be
presented to the individual
dancer that turns in the most
money before Feb. 18.
There will also be prises for
second and third place.
Dance-a-thon T-shirts will
be given to every dancer who
brings in more than $25.

'Service-minded9 Fultz gets award
By LISA AUG
SUN Writer
Pretty blond Donna Fultz
has been awarded the service
award and voted "the most
service-minded member" in
her Kappa Delta Tau (KDT)
sorority for 1978.
She has also been elected
vice president of the
organization.
Fultz, a native of Ashland, is
a junior majoring in special

education. She said her main
interest is to be helping others.
"I'm just interested ia
people-that's a big hobby,"
Fultz said.
She is a two-year member of
Kappa Delta Tau, which, she
explains, is non-Greek, but
holds a separate rush for girls
interested in serving the
University and Richmond
area.
The sorority sponsors a
child through the Christian

Children's Fund and a local
girl scout troop, helps with
student elections and visits the
elderly in Willis Manor.
For her involvement in
these and other activities.
Fultz was presented with the
award,
"I'd like to be doing
something to help the
children," Fultz said,
"I want to be happy and
feel like what I'm doing U
worthwhile."

Main's concerns involve
people and the power they
■»»»—»«»»»» ——■—■ — ■■»«■»'
hold. She said she thinks that
"word power is more effective
and powerful than a neutron
bomb."
She believes the greater in
depth our knowledge is the
greater communication we
can make and accented her
remark by the quick shake of
her hands.
OPEN DAY OR NIGHT FOR APPOINTMENTS
"And the most exciting,
most dynamic and most
MEN AND WOMEN STYLING FACULTY-STUDENT DISCOUNTS
unique thing in communications is the human
being," she added.

The

I

Hairexpress

Come To The Campus Barber
Shop in The Powell Building

622-4178

Rho
Epsilon
is
a
professional real estate
fraternity whose purpose is to
bring "real world concepts
into the real estate field at the
University," said Don Bodley
adviser to the organization.
Main began as a broker in
1950. Her interest came from
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Revised income tax forms ease •
anxieties of students in new year
"What has essentially been
By ROBSANDERS
done is that the various secSUff Writer
As the old adage goes, "The tions of the form have been put
only thing one has to do is die in a logical order which
and pay taxes." True, but this enables one to read the form
year the Internal Revenue from top to bottom then on to
Service (IRS) has tried to the back of the page and on to
make the Utter of the two subsequent pages as opposed
easier for all.
to the old form which was
With the introduction of the printed only half-way down
new 1040 and 1040A (short the page and was arranged in
form) tax forms, the IRS has a confusing fashion," Watkins
eliminated the confusing flip- said.
flopping and backtracking
that was the major part of the
Watkins warns students
old tax forms.
though, not to overlook the
The new forms bring about a standard$35 (or 2 percent) tax
long awaited simplification of credit when they claim
the tax filing process.
themselves as dependents.
Mary Ellen Watkins, office "This year the standard tax
supervisor for the Richmond credit is built into the table
branch of H&R Block, ex- and may be a little hard to
plains that some people who see."
shied away from doing their
Under
certain
ciruncleaned sidewalks on campus have made walking hazar- own tax forms will now find
cumstances students who
the job much easier.
dous over the past week.
have made more than the
minimum income of $3,600 can
Students completing teacher
deduct much or all of their
certification programs this semester
NntlCP 1 snould submit applications now to the educational expenses.
"If the student already has
Office of Teacher Admissions, Certification and Evaluation in Room 423 an undergraduate degree,"
said Watkins, "and has
of the Combs Classroom Building.
worked in his or her profession

The ice men cometh
These maintenance men clear the stairway in front of the
Wallace Building, so students can get to class sately. Many

Andy's Pizza
Palace

By RONNIE GASH
discussed on television,
Staff Writer
Americans still seem to refuse
While watching television, a to take a realistic look at death
small child looks on as a man today, she said.
is shot to death by Baretta.
Undoubtedly, one has
Violent shows of the "cops- mentioned death in front of his
and-robbers" variety are not parents or someone else only
the only ones presenting to hear them tell him to
death. Even some comedy change the subject. This has
shows have written death into probably
happened
to
their scripts recently.
everyone at least once.
Because television so often "Americans don't want to
exposes death, today's look at death," Thompson
children learn about death at a said. "We close the door and
very early age, according to don't talk about it."
Dr.
Merita
Thompson, In 1971, Psychology Today
associate professor of health, magazine reported that one"Death is in living color on third of some 30,000 respont elf vision," Thompson said in dents said they had never
a lecture to members of the discussed death with anyone,
philosphy club.
One-third said they had
Considering the fact that discussed death with at least
death is so often shown or someone and another one-

Delivery
623-5400

350 EASTERN BY-PASS
(Next to University Motel)
Hours: 11:00a. m.-12:45a.m.

MADISON
NATIONAL BANK

!

hundreds of dollars for the
casket, the burial and the
funeral ceremony itself.
In the past, the funeral was
almost "exclusively a family
affair," she told students. It
was usually held in the home
where the deceased lived and
the body was on display there
for two or three days for
friends and relatives to see.
Thompson said she believes
"many of our medical personnel are inadequately
educated on death and dying."

However, she said, nurses
and other personnel in the
medical profession are getting
more training on how to
properly deal with terminally
ill patients.
It is not a good idea to Just
walk up to a terminally ill
person and tell them they're
going to die, she said. The
best thing to do is to "take a
cue from those dying on
whether or not to talk about
their death," she added.

Financial aid applications available

All $7.98 Albums Only $5.71
All $6.98 Albums Only $4.76

Branch Office Hours
8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.—Monday thru Thursday
8:00 a.m. until 6;00 p.m.- Fridays
8:00 am until 12 Noon-Saturday

623-2747

third said they had had open
discussions with other people
about death,
Thompson said she believes
more open discussions about
death could help people
become more knowledgeable
and prepared for it, even
though "no one person has the
same perspective on what it
means to die," she added.
Today the average funeral
ceremony is a formalized
occasion with the family
usually having to spend

Applications for financial 200, Coates Administration
aid for the 1978-79 school year Building.
are now available in the
Students applying before the
Financial Aid Office, room March 1st deadline have a
greater chance of receiving
the aid requested. Funds are
limited in some programs,
especially grants, so those
students applying early will
get first chance at the funds
available.
A number of changes have
CDeALER
been made in the new apCKICHmONDS RadM afhctek
plications. By completing the
MADISON C0UHTY BLECTR0HICS
Financial Aid Form, you will
be applying for Basic Grant,

Convenient Full Service Branch Office
equipped
with Drive-In Window, located at
corner of Water and Second Street.

MEMBER

the Accounting Department
and the Accounting Club.
For the past five years now
the club has done many
student tax forms for low
Also, students who work income filers, free of charge.
either full or part time can
"The service is provided by
deduct several working ex- the accounting majors, most*,
penses.
of whom have gone through',
"Things such as a 17 cents- the income tax course.
per-mile
deduction for Transylvania has the same
errands one runs in his own service and has gotten a lot of
private vehicle for work publicity out of it, but actually
purposes; uniforms, tools or we do about ten times the;'
safety equipment one must amount that they do.
f
purchase; even union dues, all
"This service is open not
can be deducted."
only to students, but also to
Still, with the simplification residents of Richmond," he
of the tax form, Watkins said.
Anyone wishing to take
foresees many students
getting professional help in advantage of the service may
filing, "We do a number of do so by contacting the
Accounting Department ofstudent forms each year.
Although we don't have fice, phone number 3166.
special rates for students,
Also, for those who would
many do have the free gift
certificates given to them rather do their own filing may
upon graduation from high get information on all tax
problems by calling HfcR
school."
Block in Richmond at 623-0265
One place that does have a between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
special rate for students is Any and all questions will be
Claude Smith, Chairman of answered over the phone.

Death is touchy topic for Americans

"Got those late night
'Gee, I'm hungry' blues?"
We'za gotza the cure!
A hot & tasty pizza
delivered right to your dorm.

for some time and comes back
to college for a graduate
degree, many or all of the
educational expenses are
deductible."

Rock, jazz. Disco. Country &. Easy Listening

State Grant, Supplemental
Grant, National Direct
Student Loan, Work Study,
Nursing Loan, and-or Nursing
Scholarship.
Students should be sure to
complete correctly every item
on the Financial Aid Form. If
there are any questions,
students may come by the
office.
Counselors for the
loan, grant, and work
programs are available to
answer vour questions.
All students must reapply
each school year.

PORTRAITS

ALL TAPES - 8 TRACK & CASSETTES
REDUCED 10%

"

WEDDINGS
GRADUATIONS

FDIC

I UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

COMPOSITES

PORTRAITS
JOB 4 PASSPORT

"FOR THE FINEST IN (jfujflUJ'UlhJuJ.

Jim Cox Studio 623-3145
218 Porter Drive (Behind Jerry's)

SPECIALS

-..j—*ms'^BmBmMmmmmmmm
Tap* Sale
623-5058

Armadillos

Kahns

'.. ib. $1" Hot Plate Lunch

Bologna

Cooked Sliced to Order

Choice of meat,

/,ib $179

Roast Beef

2 veg., roll ....

Fresh

Potato Salad
Wisconsin Natural

Swiss Cheese

b

ib 2

59°

w
&

Glazed Donuts .Jc

Wisconsin

Pimento Cheese ib $1

A real Armadillo would never bite your ankle

129

*<<** Newest Releases'
Nugent, Emmy!bu,|
Garfunkel, Weir,
Journey

"^jJdpL^nrtl softly padded from head to tail,
inside and out. A real Armadillo

will not hide In your
closet ga ,/iit- -it'l

Freshly Baked

$

| All 7.98 Cassettes
I and 8-Tracks

Apple Pies

Yes! Wskaw
SaJaTaayialalFtTei

right in step with you
wherever you're off to.
because .
Area!
Armadillo
is made

only

Open 24 Hoftrsr—7 Days

^Mm&MMi Quimi
Ken-Car Clothing & Shoes

Thompson's

FOODLINER

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
PH. 623-2341

SHOPPERS VILLAGE PLAZA

■i

-

■M

Ml the latest fasbiois
II hair styliig

Call for appointment today
»

III mi)

124-2221
-r->^«

mmmmmmmm
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Colonels break
Morehead jinx

Gay hits scoring mark
as women trump Cards

By BOB LANGFORD
Sporti Editor

The Colonels scored their
last 12 points of the game from
the foul line as the Eagles
Tne Colonels had gone six were forced to foul inyears without a win at More- tentionally. Bruce Jones, who
head untilSaturday night, when was only a 67 per cent foul

shooter coming into the game,
canned six of six from the line
to foil the Eagle strategy.
"It (the game) was not a
classic in any stretch of the
imagination," Byhre said.
HerbieStamDer. Morehead's
all-0VC guard, was held to 16
points partially by the flu but
mainly by a tough Colonel
defense.
"You have to be conscious of
Herbie no matter where he is
on the court," Byhre said.
"He is the best outside shooter
in the league."
The victory left the Colonels
with a 4-3 mark through the

SUB CENTER

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

Kenny Elliott, 10, slams home two against Morehead in the Colonels' 66-60 win last Saturday.

intramural highlights

Cagers face Middle, Western
The Colonels hit the road
this weekend for possibly the
two toughest games they have
to play in the OVC.
They square off against the
top two teams in the conference within three days,
facing Middle Tennessee
State on Saturday and then
Western Kentucky on Monday.
Eastern will be gunning to
knock off the Blue Radiers on
their home court, where they
have a 9-1 record, to make up
for a 93-86 loss at Alumni
Coliseum back on Jan. 9.
Senior guard Sleepy Taylor
is pacing the Blue Raiders in
scoring, averaging 18.9 points
a game, followed closely by

forward Greg Joyner's 17.3.
Last week Joyner was named
Co-OVC "Player of the
Week," as he totaled 50 points
in two games.
The Blue Raiders are 7th in
the nation in team defense,
giving up only 62.3 points per
contest and are shooting
nearly 52 per cent.
In the Colonels' 9346 loss to
Middle Tennessee, Taylor had
29 points including a perfect 13
for 13 from the free throw line
while Joyner added 26.
"Our defense was unbelievably bad," said Colonel
head coach Ed Byhre. "We
lost the game on the defensive
end of the court"
On Monday, the Hilltoppers
will be looking for revenge as
they hope to rebound from a
85-79 overtime loss at the nan-

EAT IN,
TAKE OUT,
FREE DELIVERY

W. THIRD
,AND
MAIN ST

Year's toughest games
By CHRIS ELSEBERRY
Staff Writer

"The last time we played
them, (a 76-83 lost in Freedom
Hall) we didn't have any
discipline on defense,"
Duncan said. "Our man to
man was not effective and
after the game we started
making changes."
The Lady Colonels now face
the toughest part of their
schedule; four road games
against East Tennessee,
Middle Tennessee, Western
Kentucky and Northern
Kentucky. "This U the first
time we've played in a
situation like this," Duncan
said. "I'm not sure how we'll
handle it. so we'll Just play It
by ear."
Duncan wanted to thank the
men from the 7th floor of
Keene Hall for their support
over the past few games. "We
i really do appreciate that, as
long as they're sportsmanlike,
and it does get the girls really
fired up," she said.

TVt»ffff»¥f*tTf*»vm

a a "P «y ^ ^ ^

first half of the OVC season
and a 9-6 slate overall.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (Ml
Joiner II 3-6 21, EllOtt 10M 15, Oliver
1004 10. Jonrs, B.IM 10,Tiemey 4 0-0
4, Bootchect IHt Jones, T. 0 2-2 1,
Merchant 2 04 2
MOREHEAD STATE i«i
LeMaster 14 W 17. Kelley 10 6-7 ll,
Stamper. H. 14 2-3 10, Solomon 4 04,1jndaey 0 3-3 3, Hicks 2 0-n l. Duiunilt 104
2, Stamper. J. OO-O
Halftime— Eastern Kentucky 28
Morehead Stale 23. Fouled out-TV rney. Total Kentucky 23 Morehead State
II Technical (ouls—none, a—3,500

too. At times it appeared that
there was only one team on the
court."
Freshwater led the Colonel
attack with 23 points with Gay
tight behind scoring 22.
Loretta Coughlin added 16
points and Sandy Greib
contributed 15 rebounds.
Monday night, in front of a
crowd of 200 in the Coliseum,
the Lady Colonels turned back
a strong Louisville rally to
edge the Cardinals.
Gay, hit on 17 of 31 shots
from the field and four of eight
from the free throw line, for
her 38 points.
"I think it's safe to say that
it's a record," said Duncan, of
Gay's 38 points.
"We really played good
position defense, tonight.
After the Morehead game, I
told them to play defense with
their feet not their hands, to
move with the player, not grab
at them," Duncan said.

By CHRIS ELSBF.RR Y
Staff Writer m
Sparked by an" EKU'
women's record 38 points by
guard Peggy Gay, the Lady
Colonels gained revenge from
an earlier 76-63 defeat by
Louisville to nip the Cardinals
75-72 Monday night in Alumni
Coliseum.
However, on Saturday, the
Lady Colonels lost an important OVC contest to
Morehead State, 93-84, to drop
their conference record to 2-2
and fell one game behind the
Eagles.
Against Morehead, the Lady
Colonels were called for 32
fouls as compared to only 14
for Morehead. The Eagles
had 46 attempts from the line,
making 31.
"Our three top scorers, Gay,
(Gayle) Freshwater and
I Cindy) Lundberg all fouled
out," Duncan said.
"We
fouled them, but they fouled

The Eastern Progress

they beat the lowly Eagles 6690.
The victory was the
Colonels' third in a row on the
road; a feat they haven't
pulled off since that 1971
season.
The Colonel triumph was led
by Lovell Joiner's 21 points
and Kenny Elliott's IS. Both
Joiner and Elliott went the entire 40 minutes.
Vic Merchant saw his first
action since the Marquette
game, playing a total of eight
minutes and scoring two points.
"He should be completely
ready for our next OVC
game," Colonel head coach
Ed Byhre said of Merchant.
The Colonels enjoyed an 11point lead late in the first half
at 28-17, but the Eagles scored
the last six points of the half to
make it 28-23 at intermission.
Morehead grabbed its only
lead of the second stanza at 3332 but Joiner hit from IS feet
out to put the Colonels ahead
to stay.
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ds of the Colonels in Alumni
Coliseum on Jan. 7.
Senior forward James Johnson leads the Western attack
averaging 20.1 points a game
and in rebounding with a 10.1
average. Guard Darryl Turner is close behind with an 18.8
average.
Western has a record of only
5-4 in Diddle Arena this year
but the Toppers are coming on
strong, winning six of their
last seven games and four in a
row at home. The Colonels
have not won in Bowling
Green since the 1965-66
season.

The weather has slowed
intramural activities but
basketball is underway with
approximately half the teams
playing last week. If the
weather improves the games
will resume as scheduled.
Last week's games showed
strong team play. Dr. K and
the Interns won 91-43,
Wampuscats were 85-18
winners and Running Rebels
were victorious 96-33.
Other winners included
Cannonballs 79-32, Checkmate
93-42 and the biggest score,
DCO 109-12. In the "Super
Conference" Jinx defeated
Portland A.C. and 7-11
defeated Throughbreds.
In league F, fraternity
action TKE defeated Sigma
Chi 41-36, SAE swamped
Lambda Chi 73-41, Sigma Nu
squeezed out a 40-38 win over
the Pikes and Phi Beta Sigma

defeated KA 38-15.
In league G, the Betas
defeated the Omegas 63-49,
Kappa Alpha Psi won a
controversial decision over
Phi Delta Theta 35-34 and
Sigma Pi decisioned DU 42-26.
The weightlifitng entry
deadline has been extended to
Friday, Feb. 3. The competition will be held on
Monday, Feb. 6 in the Begley
weight room. All entries must
be turned into Begley 202 by
Feb. 3.
Table Tennis singles entries
are also due on Friday, Feb. 3.
The tournament will be held
in Keene Hall on Thursday,
Feb. 9 at 6 p.m. Each contestant should bring their own
paddle and a ball.
Other upcoming entry dates
are:
racquet ball doubles,
Feb.
10
and
faculty
racquetball, Feb. 17.

■

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR SANDWICHES
SnwdonWMlc Rye
... Whole Aht-al O'ifcjHl
I eMmr Tnnielo Mayo
V itfafclix 0"<or><H>
Hni.inl 10*(«iu

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Inrludf Ivttuc*. Tomtto. Onto**. ChMM
SMtonnf m ouf own Top S*0tl Drmtfif

MOT
IK

COLD
MINI

MONSTER

I 90

ROAST BEFf

< 14

MIXED

1 35

BOLOGNA

i ;u

HAM

i lb

190

TURKEY

1 14

SALAMI IG.no.)

1 35

190

HAM

1 14

ROAST BEEF

l lb

1.00

MAM & CHEESE

I ?4

TURKEY

1.3*

'to

LIVERWURST

1.36

190

SAI AMI IGmoal

SALAMI & CHEESE

1 1A

TUNA

136

1.90

LIVERWURST

I 04

CHEESE

136

190

TUNA SAI AD

I 14

CHEESE

104

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
-0<" THING" A CHEF'S SAI AD CREATION
PoHiorttof Roast BaafMam
Tufkty Satarrx anrl 9WiM
CKaaaa on a bad o' L arnica
wilh Tomato Wx « and yow
cfcoita ol Dra»«if
|IM

SIDE ORDERS
com wmii 'A«
1

«'1. ■ ol llff T.#

CoIlM

A%*vlr.|Potjt., Chtm
Mm Pfin ■"■
Ko.hr. P«fctr Si'cr

HOURS
MON
THUft
Fftl SAT
SUNDAY

10 AM lo II PM
10AM lo 3AM
11 All

DELIVERY
MINIMUM $1.75

One HOUR

cJOCKEY

«S-

DRY CLeaneRS

*»aZi*»si

38S

GOOD AT EITHER SHOPPERS
VILLAGE OR MAIN STREET LOCATIONS
Good Friday Only

X

r

«y

COLLEGE CAMPUS

y

SPECIAL

foM-'
MEN'S £ LADIES
CALL FO* ASVOamMMT

623-3651
A£

IH SOUTH "OH. f»

PANTS,
SWEATERS,
SKIRTS, -

ufc

f**6v*

OR

»1 off

*1 off '1 off *1 off *1 off
EKU STUDINT SPECIAL
% LB. T-Bone
Large Baked Potato Tanas Toast
Plus all the salad you can eat
from our 35 item Salad Bar

$079
jMm

%

"•! '3"

Coupon good anytime

Open Sun-Thurs 11:00a.m.-9:30 p.m

^Fri. and Sat. .11:00ajn.-10:OO pm

CXI
EXPERTLY
DRY CLEANED

SPORT

biki*q t«* tat St*"** W 1V1 yew

King Oft HeattV?

90CK&ytoifc Tke 9«cfee«J Bofli Kift. Biieft. tmd
M* giuj Bern Skv& Stab
Open Friday Evenings Til 8:30 p.m.
Mon.-Thur. 9-5:30

"

COATS
•PLAIN

DRESSES

l<"7

MEN'S 6 LADIES

2 PIECE

Sat 9-6

■

Fraa refills on Soft Drinks, Tea, and coffee

EXPERTLY
DRY
CLEANED

Bring this coupon in for discount

BONANZA
EASTERN BY-PASS

nH il nrf '1 off »1 Off '1 Oftn

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND

[INCORPORATE!
200 & 214
West Main St.

SHIRTS

IMJNOiaiO ANQ
Mil ID TO
MRFICTION

ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

H
•acl

^M^^mMmmkIM^tm)jkjmA^^m)m^^M

baaasW

■■■■
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After two weeks off
tracksters travel
to Indiana Relays

Bob Langford
Off the Cuff
He had everything here, a
room, free meals (well, you
might call them meals) and free
tuition. Out of state tuition at
that.
Instead he passed up a life of
college football to graduate into
the real world.
A lot of people must have
figured Scott McCallister took
one too many knocks in the head.
When he came here four years
ago he had to adjust to a lot, as
any freshman does.
The average green-behind-theears freshman has to find the
best bars, meet the best girls, all
that stuff. Once in a while he
even has to make an appearance
in a classroom.
Where in the world could he
find time to play football? Just
practicing is bad enough.
For this reason redshirting
freshmen has become the norm;
McCallister sat out nis tresnman
year. In the long run sitting out
that freshman year has to help
the athlete-student (not
student-athlete as he is often
referred to as) mature
physically as well as mentally.
It's tough to tell just where the
term "redshirt" originated.
Spider Thurman 's,
the
resident authority on everything
nobody else knows, theory is
probably as close as anybody
can get. He figured that some
team whose colors are red and
white dressed the practice team
in red and the rest of the squad in
white.
Sounds good enough.
Redshirting allows the incoming freshman to kind of ease
his way into college football and
college in general.
McCallister went against the

percentages by not playing his
last year. Of course injuries had
a lot to do with his decision but if
he didn't need only three more
hours to graduate he wouldn't
have had a choice.
McCallister has used his head
as a battering ram many times
but he never used it better than
when he opted to quit before it
was too late.

More stuff...
There may be cause for concern about the Alumni roof after
all. Last week two more arenas
tumbled from the weight of the
snow.
If for no other reason than to
be ready to escape from the
collapsing ceiling ,the student
body ought to stand for the fight
song. At Notre Dame they stand
for the whole game, here we
can't even last a minute.
If not standing for "Hail,
Hail," isn't bad enough, half of
the crowd doesn't stand for the
national anthem either. Oh well,
at least everybody stands in the
hot dog lines at the half.
The Wilmington game has
been set for Wednesday, Feb. 22,
provided of course that it doesn't
snow, rain or the wind isn't
blowing too hard.
The infamous autograph and
picture night has been rescheduled again. No one knows
exactly when it will be but the
weakest team we have left on the
schedule is Morehead.
The last two times the event
has been scheduled the visiting
team has pulled a no-show. We
can have classes but they can't
make it for a game. Just not as
tough as EKU are they?

Hand Cut From Genuine Coins
MATCH MATE NECKLACE

Coach Art Harvey's Eastern
Kentucky University indoor
track team travels to
Bloomington, Ind. for the
Indiana Relays Saturday.
The Colonels' track team
has enjoyed two weekends
free from competition because
of the weather after opening
the season Jan. 14 with a meet
at East Tennessee State
University.
Also scheduled for participation at Indiana Saturday
are teams from Murray State,
Middle Tennessee, Kentucky
State, Lincoln University,
Northeast Missouri State,
Louisville, Notre Dame,
Furman and Cincinnati.
Scott McCallister, a Junior tailback from
was au-OVC in 1975 and gained 1100 yards
In the first meet of the
Titusvllle, Fla., has decided to call it quits so in his career at Eastern.
season, freshman Bill Morgan
he can go on to graduate school. McCallister
and sophomore Gary Noel set

new school indoor records
with their performances at
ETSU.
Morgan erased senior Mark
Yellin's record in the 1,000yard run (2:13.1) by clocking a
2:11.6, while Noel ran a 14:18.0
in the three-mile run,
breaking his own record by
three seconds.
Several Colonels turned in
personal bests for Eastern
including Chris Goodwintriple jump (45-11) and long
jump (23-10); Keith Burtontriple jump (48-3) and long
jump (23-2); and Yellin—mile
run (4:12.0).
"We are really pleased with
our personal bests but we have
several kids who are as of yet
untested in collegiate competition," said Harvey.

Grad school, not gridiron

Scott hangs 'em up
By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer
Richard Nixon was the
President of the United States
for five years, but he probably
regrets today that he did not
forego that 5th and final year
in the Oval Office. So, perhaps
it is for the best Scott McCallister, tailback on the
Eastern football team, has
decided to pass his 5th and
final year of football
eligibility, in favor of
graduation and post graduate
studies.
Redshirted his freshman
year, McCallister has played
the tailback position for the
Colonels the past 3 seasons.
An All OVC performer in 1975,
he used his 5'11", 190 pound
frame to carry the pigskin for
408 yards and one touchdown
in 1977, in spite of the fact that
he missed half of the games
due to injury.
The decision to abstain from
another year of football was
not an easy one to make.
"The main factor is being
able to graduate on time,"
said McCallister. "Four years

is long enough."
A geology major who maintains a 3.0 G.P.A., McCallister
will be only three credits shy
of his graduation requirements at the end of this semester.
He plans to take those three
needed hours during spring intercession.
A native of
Titusville, Fla., he intends to
do graduate work in geology
at the University of Florida
nest fall.
Another integral part of McCallister's decision to give up
football was concern for his
physical condition. As head
athletic trainer Dr. Bobby
Barton put it, "Scott has had
more than his share of injuries." In the past two years,
according to Barton, McCallister has suffered through
ankle, thigh, and knee injuries.
"Scott is a very hard
working young man," said
Barton. "He came to get
treatment for his injuries
regularly, and he always
followed my advice and the
advice of his doctor.''
Although opposing teams
and coaches may be delighted.

[ Scoreboard |

the Colonel football program
will certainly be sorry to lose
the talents of the tailback.
"He's the kind of kid that
gives you everything he's
got," said head football coach
RoyKidd. Naturally, Kidd expressed concern at McCallister's decision. "This is
the first time I can remember
someone not playing his final
year." he said. "I think if
Scott was healthy he would
stay on, or at least it would
have influenced his decision."
Injuries, of course, are one
of the painful realities of
playing college football. °ut
McCallister is not unhappy.
In fact, McCallister feels
lucky that he did not suffer a
really serious injury during
his collegiate career. "If you
play football, you're going to
get hurt. It's just a matter of
how bad." he said. Barton
said, "I am confident that
Scott will not have any
prolonged discomfort due to
his football injuries."
"I never will know if I made
the right decision, but it's
something I had to do," McCallister concluded.

Eastern Scoring

OVC Scoring
PH. Sfcl.% Ant
17 1
71
151
41
71
.44
7
12.1
1.4
54
M
.41
24
IJ
It
11
44
14
54
i
1
41
14
M
75
1
II
75
2

«

Elton
Battcnec*
J«n,B
Ottver
Merrkut
Ttermey

u
u

Joaee.T
Wall
!J»t

:

Eastern Scoring (Women)
Pt>. Shi A Ant
U.4
U.S .4*
U.4
31
14.2
42
7.1
43
2.1
44
J5
5
24
33
2.5
21 '
35
.33
1.1
1

Laadberf
Frethwalrr
CoughUn
(irleb
Taylor
fid*
Carral
White
Hackee
Laag
Dyer

u

OVC Standings
MlddkTeaaeaaee
Weatera Keataeky
Kail Tennentee
AaattaPeay
Eaatera Keataeky
Murray Slati
I Stale

OVC Standings
TeaaeateeTeefc
Morehead Stale
Katie ra Keataeky
Middle Teaaet.ee
Wetlera Keataeky
Marray Slate
KatlTeueiter
AaaUaPtay

Muff
Stamper
Howard

MSI'
MO
AP
WK
WK
MT
MT

Tnraer
Taytor
Joyaer
Joiaer
Ellotl
Ptrter

B
KK
TT

24.3
24.1
244
11.7
11.4
11.7
17.4
17.1
15.3
15.1

OVC Scoring (Women)
Marshy
Caapman
Gay
Mountt
Hannah
I'hamben
KDday
Doelemaa
Aotaa
Kardenbacb

MO
WK
KK
MIJ
MT
TT
ET
WK
MT
WK

21.1
24.8
U.4
11.3
17.1
17.7
11.1
14.3
152
U

Colonel Broadcasts

All ramet braadcatt oa WEKV 1J44.
WKKU-KM 441
Sataraav. Feb. 4.
Eatlern vi. MkWJe Teanetnee 1:14 Mar
OVC Overall Ireetb-r.. Teaa.
Maaday. Feb. 4. Eattera n. Weatera
5 1 714 1J-S .721
t4.7Ht-ll.474 Keataeky I: It, BawMaf Green, K >
44.Sat 124.444
4-3 .471 ia-7.544 Other Upcoming Events

4-3.571 M.S2S Gymnastics
44.471 14.471 XatardaylFeb 4 Kailern v. Mknlfnn.
1-4 143 5-11 .274 OktoS(itr7:Mi.ataaibat.Ohlt
4-4.44tJ-ll.214
Women's Basketball
Saturday. Feb 4, Eattera VI Middle
(Women)
OVC Overall Traaeiiee 5:15 Marfreetbaro, Teaa.
2-4 1.444 4-4.471 Htaday, Feb. 4. Kailern vt. Wetlera
1-1.754 114 .» Kentucky 5:15 Bo«lto« Green, K>.
3-2 444 4 7 441
Weaateaday, Feb. I, Kailern n. Nor
3-2.444 M 53
■eky.
3-2 444 144 7 It)
12 U. 74.424) Women's Gymnastics
1-3.254 44.414 Satarday. Feb. 4. Eattera w Loanwtle
4:11 Lank vile, Ky.

Sports quiz
How many times has Eastern
W.PU»S9.'6S. «6l WOA
been in the NCAA tour-

A. WASHINGTON "LOVE" QUARTER

$5.00
Hours:

new pizza.

Tuei

10 am. to 6 p.m.

Wad. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thuri
Fn

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
10 ».m

Sat. 8 a.m

to 6 p.m.
to 2 a.m

Phone
623-1723
B. KENNEDY "LOVE" HALF DOLLAR

BOBBY JACKS STYLE SHOP

$6.50

1507 East Main Street
Next door to C&C Bargin Barn

T
i - —i

Bring this ad with

$

2off
I
and a free 19SO\ comic book reprint too! I

F. Sterling Cuff Bracelet.$7.00
G Mercury Dime Ring
$3.50
PI Mercury Dime Pendant
.....S3.25
El Mercury Dime Earring

C MERCURY DIME

for pierced ears

Hoop Necklace $3.50
D. Matching Hoop
Earrings for Pierced
Ears
$6.25 pair

$6.00

EICI Mercury Dime Earring
clip-on style....$6.00

Save $. on a large size Super Supreme pizza Thick n Chewy* pizza or
Thm n Crispy' p<zza Super Supreme is
the pizza with the works and more
You u get one ot our tree comic books
too They re collectors reprints from the
Fifties A limited edition set Superman'
Batman* Wonder Woman'
A different com< even/ week
Collect an sn while

\

supplies last
Just cut out this coupon and take it to a
participating P>ua Hut' restaurant Phone
ahead we " have your order hot n ready
to» you"
Offer good on regulor menu prices
through 2-15-78
One coupon per

customer per visit ot Richmond Pizta
Hut

Jon's Shoes
Famous Nickel
C

5

R2 Indian Head
Penny Ring .$3.00

Sole

C

5

The sale you've
been waiting for

E. Hoop Earrings,
Clip-on style...$6.50 pair

.,

I
I
I

you for a tree shampoo
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

P2 7na,ian Head
Penny Pendant
E2 Indian Head Penny Earrings...for pierced
...$4.95
ears
$7.95 poir
E2CI"Indian Head^enny Earrings clip on
. jv
style
$7.95 pair
^

I Buy one pair of this season's
ladies high style shoes at the
regular price) and receive
the second pair forQfJLY §*

COLONEL COIN COMPANY

Sola price on man's shoes
& ladies boots

m 5% Stile Salts III. tin ywr pttow mitr whet yot set. M vox ortei so we CJ«
" mkt delivery wkti yw ari miMIt Iwrtrt stock Refunds SHt when ileas n
depleted
Telegtww 305749
M III Ulitwm.«» 48475

Jans Shoes Domtows

0
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Lady cop gets cold feet
By KATHY CLAUSEN
Quell Writer

She said that it got very cold
walking around all night, "but
if you keep moving it's not so
The time is about three bad."
o'clock or. a very cold January
To help keep her warm,
morning, and a young woman
is walking the campus looking Debbie said she wore long
under-wear, a scarf, and
for trouble.
Who is she and why is she mittens under her uniform.
But she said it did not help
lookir.R for trouble?
.The woman named Debbie much.
was a night security officer
Many officers go into the
until recently. She asked that dorms to visit the night
her last name be withheld.
hostesses so they can warm up
Debbie had the coldest job and have someone to talk to,
on the University campus, in according to Debbie.
terms of both temperature
Debbie said that she usually
and social activity.
went back to her own room in
She worked a split shift until Walters Hall when she
recently quitting when she became too cold and lonely.
received a job with the Rich- She had radio contact if
mond City Police. Her hours anything happened.
were from 3 to 11 p.m.
According to Debbie, girls
and from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. She gave her more trouble than
also worked the shift from 11 boys, but that she had never
p.m. to 7 a.m., which she felt aojfctrong hostility from
claims is the worst one.
anyone iftinst her.
Debbie had worked as a night
Her man responsibilities
security officer for about four were guarding against vanto five months.
dalism, catching people

sneaking members of the
opposite sex into their dorms,
and going into the dorm rooms
to search for drugs, as well as
other situations that would
arise on campus needing her
attention.
Most of the occurrences
were in the 11-7 shift; the other
two shifts were usually uneventful. The 11-7 shift was also
the coldest and the loneliest.
"I didn't meet very many
people out on the 11-7 shift, but
I met a lot of people on the 3-11
shift," Debbie said.
She said some people would
stop and talk to her while
others would stick their noses
in the air when they passed
her.
Being a possible rape or
mugging victim did not scare
Debbie. She said her duty was
to make sure that no one else
became a victim.

Training program
taking applications

A warm place to stay

Staff Writer

Practically everyone has a
hobby, but 18-year old Eileen
Baldwin not only enjoys her
hobby but makes money doing
it.
She macrames and is so
successful at doing it that she
opened a craft shop in her
home town, Irvine, to sell the
items she makes.
A freshman majoring in
data processing, Baldwin
started to macrame only
about a year ago. She learned
the first two basic knots from
a friend and proceeded to
teach herself other knots as
well as to design her own
hanging pots and wall
hangings.
Baldwin
also
makes
jewelry, decopage items, and
keychains in addition to the
macrameed things.
Wanting to sell her
products, first she attempted
to sell them in a relative's
beauty salon. But she and a
friend decided it would be

more profitable to have a
place of their own to sell the
things they make.
They became partners,
found a small building, did
some work to it and opened the
"What Knot Shop."
They
stocked craft supplies as well
as the objects they made
themselves and gave lessons
to those purchasing supplies
or wanting to learn a craft.
Eventually, Baldwin bought
out her partner and was in
business for herself. Now that
she is in college and living on
campus she only opens the
shop on Saturdays. One afternoon a week one of her
sisters runs it for her.
When open full time the shop
brings in a sizeable profit but
only breaks even when open
part time.
Now Baldwin
supplements this by selling
her goods here at the
University as well as still
giving lessons.
Last semester she taught a
class in the Free University
and plans to do so again if it Is
continued.

Fellows receive a Certificate
in Public Administration.
The fellowships have a
value of $4,600 which includes
a stipend of $3,300 and
remission fees and tuition
which at present amounts to
$1,300.
Married students
receive a grant of $400 in addition to the regular stipend.
Candidates must be
American citizens who hold a
bachelor's degree or who expect to receive a bachelor's
degree by June of 1978.
Applications must be
received by Feb. 15. For information and applications
write to: Coleman B. Ransome, Jr., Director, Southern
Regional Training Program in
Public Administration,
Drawer 1, University,
Alabama 35488.

sasssfc^^asss^
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Macrame hobby is
business for student
By VIRGINIA EAGER

These people relax in a corridor of Alumni
Coliseum after being towed in while being
stranded on 1-75 when it was shut down by
state police last Thursday night.

The Southern Regional
Training Program in Public
Administration is now accepting applications for
fellowships for the 1978-79
academic year. The program
prepares students for careers
in government and is sponsored by the Universities of
Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee.
Students who are awarded
fellowships will serve a 10week internship during the
summer of 1978. They will
spend the fall at the University of Alabama.
After the Christmas
holidays, one group of Fellows
will spend the spring at the
University of Kentucky and in
another at the University of
Tennessee. Upon satisfactory
completion of the program,

3 DAYS ONLY!
9'fi

m
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ON EVERY DIAMOND
IN OUR STOCK
'•«*

> Diamond Solitaires • Diamond Pendants
• Bridal Sets • Diamond Cocktail Rings
Men's Diamonds • Diamond Chain Jewelry

B & B Taxi
Do you find Driving a pleasure
When you can make money at it?

Diamond Earrings • Diamond Dinner Rings

We Need Drivers!
Male or Female
Must Be 25 years of age
Call Russell Behanan
623-4653 or 623-7515

Keepsake Diamond Rings Excepled

VfeH
I H

Dial A
Bible

All Diamonds Backed by Our Unconditional 60 Day Money-Back Guarantee

C^RfAim QUALITYVALUt.SLRVlCfcl

•
.

]EWELERS«g
DIAMOND IMPORTERS

624-2427

S--':

■

4 ways to buy: Cash. Charge. Bank Card, Layaway

UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING
CENTER
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CfBII«D DtAMONICXOGISISl
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Seedy

RA selection revamped
in Commonwealth Hall!
By MARK TURNER
Newt Editor
Commonwealth Hall is
using a new system In
selecting resident assistants
.'RA).
Tne system was introduced
by the dorm's new director.
Ken Heischmidt.
Each RA candidate must fill
out the standard application
put out by the office of Men's
Programs, then must fill out a
second application which
Heischmidt uses exclusively.
The second application has
more in-depth questions
ranging from "why do you
want to become an RA" to
describing any volunteer work
that would help as an RA.
The RA candidate then has
an interview where each of the
other resident assistants and
Heischmidt ask him questions
similar to those on the application.
After the interview the
candidate is evaluated by
each of the assistants on a
standard form. "This is to
make it fair to all the candidates," Heischmidt said.
The assistants and Heisch-

midt then decide as a group
whether or not a candidate
should be accepted or not.
Heischmidt got the idea for
the new system from Dlinois
Wesleyan where he worked
last year while doing his
graduate work at Illinois
State.
"They were into personal
growth out there. They had a
RA training program once a
month for about four to eight
hours in first aid, fire
prevention,
crisis
intervention, helping skills,
assertlveness, peer councillng
and
decision
making
programs," Heischmidt said.
Heischmidt has brought
some of these personal growth
methods to his staff at
Commonwealth.
The resident assistants have
a self evaluation at the end of
the semester which is used as
a tool for improvement, according to Heischmidt.
The dorm residents are
asked to fill out an evaluation
on their RA.
Of all the
students in Commonwealth,
about 35 per cent filled out the
evaluation.

Starting plants from scratch
is rewarding, less expensive
By KATE SENNA
LEANNEPERME

"We take these evaluations
and sit down and go over them
individually," Heischmidt
said. "This way we can see
what things we need to do. It's
very constructive."
Though Heischmidt has not
received great support from
the administration, he says
they have not tried to hold him
back.
"I have had no physical or
constructive support from the
administration. They haven't
shown any interest to expand
the program campus wide,"
Heischmidt said.
Greg Ryan, president of
Men's Interdorm and an RA in
Commonwealth Hall, said he
wants to have the program
expanded on a campus wide
level.
"I think they're doing an
excellent job with their RA
selection in Commonwealth,"
said David Wiles, director of
Men's Programs.
Wiles said they were going
to "beef-up" their RA system
"The RA supply on this
campus has not been tapped to
its fullest," Heischmidt said.

City government internships
open to seniors, grad students
The New York City Urban
Fellows program offers 20
internships in city government each year to specially
selected college seniors and
graduate students.
Successful applicants work
full-time in New York City as
aides to the deputy mayors,
agency administrators and
other top staff of the administration. Specialized
placements are arranged for
fellows with particular skills
and interests in specific areas
of urban administration.

A weekly seminar augments
the learning and allows the
fellows the opportunity to
meet informally with a
variety of key officials and
others who influence the
course of policy and decisions
in New York City.

The students' participation
must be endorsed by the
school from which a leave of
absence or deferment is
arranged. It is expected that
academic credit be granted.
A tax-free stipend of $4,800 Is
awarded.

The program year runs for
39 consecutive weeks, from
mid-September, 1978 to midJune, 1979. Candidates must
be entering their senior year
next September or be accepted for graduate study.

For details on applying, see
your fellowship advisor or
write to Dominick Cucinotta,
director, New York City
Urban Fellows program, 250
Broadway, Floor 11, New
York, New York, 10007.

cotwn candy

Although it looks like cotton candy, this tree
has been frozen by steam that has come up
from pipes next to the Van Hoose parking lot.

Preventative measures
Local police, women's group
present 8 assault programs
The Richmond Police
Department, Office of Crime
Prevention, in cooperation
with Eastern Kentucky
University's Women's

Programs recently presented
eight programs on Preventive
Measures Against Personal
Assault on Women to Eastern
Kentucky University coeds.
Officer Deborah Mills,
Crime Prevention Officer for
the
Richmond
Police
Department, presented a
lecture and film In eight
female dormitories.
An
estimated 450 coeds attended.

This program is one of a
series of programs offered by
the
Richmond
Police
Department's Office of Crime
Prevention in a continuing
effort to promote preventive
measures available to avoid
becoming victim's of assault
For further information
contact the Office of Crime
Prevention at the Richmond
Police Department 623-1212.

If you like the thrill of
growing your own vegetables
and reaping the benefits, have
you considered starting your
plants from seed? Starting
vegetables and flowers from
seed for the summer garden is
much cheaper and more
rewarding than purchasing
plants.
February is the month to
plan which vegetables you'll
want to raise and order the
seeds from a mail-order seed
catalog or purchase the seeds
from a nursery.
There are many reputable
mail-order seedsmen and nurseries that carry many
varieties and many different
types of seeds. These are often-times coated with a
fungicide to prevent disease
and rotting.
After deciding which seeds
to purchase, you will want to
decide how to start them.
There are several different
ways to get seeds to germinate. Some seeds are more
stubborn than others, but with
care, can be germinated.
The main concerns in seed
germination are proper
moisture and warmth. It is
desirable to have heat underneath the seeds and to keep
the soil moist at all times.
Find an area in your home of
around 66 to 70 degrees F.
A heating cable provides this
constant temperature with no
worry.
Heating cables may be purchased through seed catalogs
or in some nurseries. They
may be used year after year
and are very good investments.
Another concern is a good
seed-starting soil mixture for
healthy germination. This can
be purchased pre-mized and
pre-sterilized or you may mix
your own.
A good home-made soil mixture Is two parts sterilized
loam, one part washed sand,
and one part peat.
As soon as you have purchased the seeds and other
supplies you will need, you are
ready for sowing. A good
home-made method that is
almost fool-proof is sowing the

seeds in trays or pans at least
two to three inches deep.
First cover the bottom of the
trays with broken rocks or
pebbles to provide drainage
and prevent standing water in
the soil. Next fill the trays
with the soil mixture to within
one half inch of the top of the
tray.
Level the soil, firm it down,
and water it well. Now sow
your seeds evenly and thinly.
There is no need to cover very
fine seed, but larger seed
should be covered lightly and
then carefully misted with
water.
Now cover the trays with a
piece of glass or put the whole
tray in a clear plastic bag with
small punched out holes for
ventilation. This creates a
mini-greenhouse
effect,
keeping the soil moist and
ideal for seed germination.
Place the trays in indirect
light on heating cables until
germination starts to take
place.
When the seedlings begin to
emerge, place the trays in
more sunlight. A few days after germination, remove the
glass or plastic.
When the seedlings are big
enough to handle, carefully
transplant them into individual peat pots. Peat pots
are made of an organic
material that allows the pot
and all to be planted in the
ground, as the weather permits. They can be purchased
in any plant store.
Keep the seedlings moist
and give them good light. Bottom heat is no longer
necessary, since the seedlings
are now well established.
If the roots start to come
through the peat pots, it will
be necessary to plant peat pot
and all into a larger pot with a
good sterilized soil mixture.
This will accomodate the plant
until it is ready to go into the
garden.
Starting vegetables and
flowers from seeds produces
much healthier plants than
can usually be purchased.
You are able to choose your
own varieties, thus creating a
garden that you can be proud
of and that will inspire you to
produce bigger and better
vegetables the following year.

It should be.

cleTicho Harp
^^
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in concert

FEBRUARY 8th
7:30 p.m.
Brock
. Auditorium
Free Admission

1

25% Off

all our
casual tops.
Get set for spring at terrific 20%
savings In a fabulous selection of
styles and colors. Choose tees,
ties, ruffles, eyelet trims,
embroidered looks, space dyed
stripes, blousons. placket fronts
and so many more In great easy
care fabrics like cottons and v
polyester blends it's the top of the
tops For juniors' and misses' sizes
Sale does not include tops from
coordinate groups
Sal* pncti citctivt through Saturday.
Shop daily 9:30 to 5 30
Fri. 9:30 to8:30.Sot. 9:30 to6:00

JCPenney
P

And it should
contain a spare fan
belt. It could save
you a lot of trouble.
The Gates Rubber
Company has been making
fan belts for more than 50
years. We make more than
anybody else and we know
how to make them last longer
But we can't make them last forever.
That's why it's smart to carry a spare
belt in this special
Gates Spare Belt Bag.
Do your thing. Ask for your
Spare Belt Bag at

DEPENDABLE
AUTO
SUPPLY
463 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
EASTERN BY-PASS
623-4280
623-4280
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The magic of theatre...
Greek drama 'Medea'
It's the same old story with a
whole new perspective.
That might be one way to
describe Robinson Jeffers' version of Euripedes' "Medea"
which will be staged in Gifford
Theatre Feb. 22-25.
According to Jeff Brothen, instructor of speech and theatre
arts and director of the play,
"the way we're approaching it
is as a mid-twentieth century

American

which is peculiar to the
American way of thinking.
"One of the American
characteristics is
the extremely violent imagery in the
play. The original version is
more subtle and softer. It's a
play that provides fascinating
entertainment by seeing the
comparison," Brothen said.
Although imagery abounds,
"there are no hidden social

the arts

Leslie Stokes as Medea (above) and BUI Hollinde as Jason (left)
rehearse their leading roles in the upcoming production of Robinson Jeffers' version of "Medea." The play will be staged in Gifford Theatre Feb. 22-25.

tina schoewej
view of a Greek tragedy.
"But this is not a Greek playthis is a purely American
play," he explained.
Brothen said he chose the
play because, "the* Medea
story is one of my favorites. I
simply like the story and I hope
to direct all five major versions
of it in my career."
Of those five major versions,
this one by American poet Jeffers uses the Euripedes story
but treats it in a special way

messages and it is not used to
express a philosophy of
political thoughts," he explained.
When the play was first
produced in 1946, the major
criticism, according to
Brothen, was "it was too
melodramatic, which of course
is an American feature.
"We're trying to tone it down
in places," he added.
A special feature of the play
will be the use of masks which

are being made by Sarah
Capps, assistant professor of
art. Brothen calls them "a
very interesting modern
adaptation of Greek masks."
Brothen called the play "one
of the greatest roles ever written for a woman." The role of
Medea will be played by Leslie
Stokes and the other major actors include Bill Hollinde, Chris
Wigginton, Leslie Truman and
Lowell Massey.
According to Brothen, the
scenery "does not include the

traditional Greek columns. It's
a combination of selective
realism and expressionism."
The most important thing to
remember, says Brothen, is
this version of "Medea" "is not
high Greek tragedy."
So even if you thought you'd
never get through ENG 211 and
you tend to turn your nose up at
Greek drama, don't despair.
The upcoming production of
"Medea" could prove to be one
most "American" plays you've
ever seen.
\

this week

in the arts

The singing duo, Jericho
Harp, will give a concert in
Brock Auditorium on Wednesday. The performance will
begin at 7:30 p.m. This Centerboard-sponsored activity is
free of charge.
•Vwwww
The exhibit of prints by Doug
DeVinney of Mesa College will
continue through tomorrow in
the Giles Gallery of the Jane
Campbell Fine Arts Building.
Gallery hours are 9:15 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
legacy of songs that never fail U:30p.
to sound oddly familar.

Al Jolson lives on in hearts of a select few
By BRIAN CHIC
Guest Writer
During the casual hours of
dorm life one can get off the
elevator of any dorm on any
floor and be immediately subjected to a dizzying blend of
recorded music.
Popular, classical, electronic
and jazz echo through the halls
on records, tapes, cassettes and
radios. There are many who
find it difficult to properly relax
without it.
After their final class, they
wearily put up their books,
switch on their music and then
cling comfortably to the sides
of their beds long enough to permit the full-blast strains of
KISS to jar loose and disintegrate the walls and ceiling in
perfect rhythm. These people
are Men in every sense of the
word and are often much admired for their fortitude and
tousled hair.
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I am a member of the
inevitable class of unusuals
who prefer the Damon Runyon
quality of music and hold records of a different caliber;
Gershwin, Nat "King" Cole,
Henry Mancini, Frank Sinatra
etc. We like music too and we'd
like to apologize now for the
harrowing contrast.
My very favorite recording
artist is Al Jolson and although
he died in October of 1950,
newly-found recordings of his
are still being pressed today.
His may be a rare voice heard
on a college campus, but what a
voice! It's original, appealing,
ugly, megaphonish and warm
all at the same time.
During the very un-electric
days of Vaudeville, Jolson sang
to packed houses everywhere
and never needed a microphone
until he was 62. His was truly
the voice of an experienced
"trouper" and his resonance

B & H SHOES
Clearance Sale
Now in Progress

All Winter
Shoes & Boots
on Sale

knew no bounds.
Contrary to popular belief, he
was Jewish, not black. Among
his various trademarks from
his "Minstrel Show" appearances, people most readily
identified him with white
gloves, burnt-cork blackface,
one-knee posture and numerous
"Mammy" songs.
George Burns recalls, "He
was difficult to cope with as a
person but when he stepped on
that stage there was a magic in
the air that hasn't been
equalled...He was a star in
every sense of the word and I
think that was his whole life."
In an age when "to sell a
song" is quickly becoming a
forgotten phrase, I very much
appreciate listening to the
famous baritone of the cocky
strut and mellow pace. To own
a few Jolson albums (I boast a
still-growing fourteen at
present) is to have that certain

In one of his better- Art thought...
remembered eulogies, George
Jessel once said of the late
"Music expresses that which
Jolson "the entertainment cannot be put into words and
world has lost its King."
that which cannot remain
Not in my room, it hasn't.
silent"

KET Newi...The romantic,
tragic story of "Anna
Karenian," Tolstoy's sensual
rebel heroine, is told in a 10part "Masterpiece Theatre"
dramatization beginning Sunday at 9p.m.
On Tuesday at 8 p.m. KET
will air "Fat Tuesday and All
That Jazz!" in honor of the
dancing and music of the Mardi
Gras. The 90-minute special
features the Arthur Hall AfroAmerican Dance Ensemble
and the 13-member Dejan
Olympia Brass Band from New
Orleans' famed Preservation
Hall.
Kentucky author, poet and
farmer Wtadell Berry, of
Henry Couatf, will be a guest
on "The Dick Cavett Show" on
Wednesday at 10 p.m.

Karras' book reveals his dreams, tears
By JEFF HILLARD
Staff Writer
Alex Karras has decided to
let us in on his outlandish
dreams, convincing shortcomings and fast-paced life
style in his latest book, "Even
Big Guys Cry."
As a 265-pound defensive
tackle for the Detroit Lions for
13 years and runner-up to
Howard Cosell as the most
eloquent announcer ever heard
on the Monday Night Football
telecast, Karras has learned

quite a bit.
From the time of getting
smacked in the head by a 98year-old teacher with orthopedic shoes to playing tictac-toe in college, Karras has
always found time to inwardly
cry. His career has brought
civility and courage and for
certain, a time of understanding when the "small"
paycheck is more than insufficient ■
The details are blunt, but the

realism of football is there. To
Karras, National Football
League Commissioner Pete
Rozell has earned a more
reduced spot in his admiration
as compared to a "simply
truthful" Cosell. And Karras
tells why.
A straightforward career has
helped Karras in this book to
justify himself as only human
and where there have been
days of joy, a few tears have
always come first.

vwwwwwvvvwvvwwvvv
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The music that made
the world turn 'round.

University Shopping Center
Eastern By-Pass

Fish, Fry and Pie.
At McDonald's? we're fishing for compliments. And our
Fish, Fry and Pie meal combination is pulling 'em in hook, line
and sinker.
Our pleasant change of pace meal starts with a delicious
golden Filet-O-Fish sandwich served up with cheese and tartar
sauce on a soft, steamed bun.
Then an order of our world-famous golden McDonald's
French Fries.
And, finally, a delicious apple or
cherry pie. Served piping hot.
^
t
McDonald's fish. Fry and Pie . >1 i\A I I»//f
meal at regular prices. Just one rM. > * V \LJ^JIJ-I§ /i ■/.
bite and you're hooked.

m

New

Call us.
623-7724
Fast. Free Delivery
119 Collins
Free Pepsi'
All you have to do is ask.

The Evolution of Rock
WBZF Radio s superbly produced
64 hour JocurTj^i]Mr>arnet or the history
The Evolution ol Rock presents the
whole momentous musical and social
force of the Rock phenomenon in the
words and music of the people who made

it happen
With all the hits And the stones
behind the hits Including rare tapes of
ongnal studio out takes and unreleased
recordings
Withal the stars Their lives, their
feelings, captured m exclusive personal
interviews
The Evolution of Rock

p.m.

Feb. 5,1978
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Push for representation

SGAK lobbies for students
(continued Irom page 1)
governor's staff
SGAK's primary lobbying efforts this
year are leveled at pushing a bill through
the legislature which would place a
student representative with voting
rights on the State Council on High
Education.
Duggins said such a move would be
an important step forward for students
at state schools because they would
then have a better opportunity for input
on higher education decisions.

also would have greater access to the
press and the public in general.
In the discussion stage now is a
proposal that SGAK, a young
organisation which has really only
begun functioning this year, team up
with the state chapters of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP).
The AAUP is lobbying for a place on
the Council for a faculty representative.
Grasshaam said he personally

As a member of the Council, a student

considered the cooperative effort a
good idea.
"In politics the more
alliances you can form with those who
support you the better off you are," he
said.
SGAK's delegate assembly will meet
Sunday to decide this issue.
SGAK lobbying efforts are funded by
a budget baaed on dues paid by the
eight state schools. Student Senate
voted last week to appropriate f ISO for
its SGAK dues. Approximately onefourth of that amount will be for lobbying.

Sunshine warms Kathy's day
(continued from page 1)
None
of Kelt's teachers ever raised
'.
any objections to having an extra
student and the canine reportedly
scored an A in one course.
"I trained Sunshine not to bark Inside
and in the classroom she's either
asleep, plays with a toy or watches the
teacher," Keil says. "She's my best
friend in the whole world and goes
everywhere with me—the library,
church, even to work."
Last week Keil had to promise a
disappointed teacher she'd bring
Sunshine to the very next class
meeting. "I was Just trying to make a
good first-day impression."
Sporting a sleek, stream-lined figure

and colorful bandana around her neck,
Sunshine is often confused with
Whippet, the Frisbee dog.
"Sunshine's taking Frisbee lessons,"
Keil explains, "but she's not too good
yet." But the question is, will Sunshine
make it to graduation? "Sure—if I do,"
Keil laughs.
So all subversive animal lovers who
are at this very moment harboring
gerbils, snakes, rabbits, piranha, mice
and roaches*??i, monkeys and other
laboratory left-overs take heart.
It is possible to give sanctuary to
various critters but don't press your
luck with the dorm directors, teachers
and roomies.
Instead of digressing to absurd

technicalities such as how do you get a
two-hundred pound gorilla down a fire
escape? (or up?) or, can roaches be
trained? (for what?), here is some
useful information should kind-hearted
persons, come across a stray you know
you cannot permanently care for.
Don't feed the wanderer, but find
them a home with an off-campus friend
or give the Madison County Animal
Shelter a call (968-1315).
Also, if anyone is looking for a
deserving, affectionate pet, check the
shelter first. It's on the old road to
Berea (US 25), part of the Pampered
Pet Kennel complex.
Sunshine would agree that dumping
an unwanted pet is a big mistake!

New open house policy proposed
(continued from page 1)
on Student Affairs for eansideration.
Men's and Women's Interdorm
councils, currently working on dorm
visitation proposals of their own, plan
to submit their policy ideas to the
Council in the near future, according to
Pam McCauley, Women's Interdorm
president.
Spring vacancy elections to fill 14
Senate seats left open at the end of the
fall semester are scheduled for next

Thursday. Twenty-two persons are
running for office, according to Mike
Dltchen, Elections Committee chairman.
Another amendment proposal which
would change the numbers of votes
from two-thirds majority of the Senate
membership to two-thirds majority of
the Senate membership present at a
Senate meeting with quorum was
tabled also.
Duggins announced the appointment

of Senator Barb Durham as Finance
Committee chairperson and the
recommendation of Mike Oldham and
John Dougherty as student representatives on the Student Disciplinary
Board.
The Senate allocated $250 in travel
expenses for Duggins, who will attend

Garland Jett

the women but not used. It wasn't
needed.
In other women's dorms food and
drink as well as clothes and blankets
were provided.
"Students were the ones who did it.
They were Just fantastic. Nobody made
them do it. Nobody said, 'you have to
let someone stay here.' They just did
it," said Pam McCauley, president of

These girls carefully make their way to safety after being
evacuated from Telford hall during the fire last Thursday

night. In their haste, many girls left without coats and shoes
and some were treated for frostbite.

Excellence in teaching
V

Students to vote on 'best' professor
By DONNA BUNCH
Staff Writer
University students will be given the
opportunity to vote for the professor
who has "opened up learning the best,"
announced Dr. Fred White, spokesman
for the Committee on Excellence in
Teaching.
The recipients of the 3rd annual
Excellence in Teaching Awards have
already been voted on by faculty and
alumni of the past four years. Students
are given the chance to make their

choices on Wednesday, Feb. 8.
Last year, student voting was
minimal. One reason for the small
turnout was said to be the inconvenience of the polling spot. The
problem has been remedied by the
addition of four new polls. The polls are
located in Campbell, Combs, Powell,
Stratton and Wallace. Voting hours are
between 7:45 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.
When the student arrives at the poll,
he shows his I.D., signs in, and votes.
"This is not intended to be a popularity

Midyear Conference in Washington,
D.C. this weekend.

Girls find fire drill real thing
(continued from page 1)
be contacted if necessary.
Women in other dorms offered rooms
and blankets. There were more rooms
than women in need of them.
Townspeople offered places to stay
the night. People with four wheel drive
vehicles offered rides to the dorms.
Alumni Coliseum was opened up for

Fire escape

Women's Interdorm.
The big problem now is how to get
those items that were donated back to
their rightful owners.
Students who have items that do not
belong to them should take them to
security in the Brewer Building, according to Crockett.
To claim an item, a student should
call security and describe the item.

To the King of your Heart
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Look on the
suimyside!
The weather may be cold and gloomy outside but it's
beginning to look a lot like spring at your Cato store! We
have some delightful new fashions in bright Spring colors
and styles. So cheer up your winter blahs and see what's
new at Cato right now. Here are just a few of the fashions
you'll be seeing:

•Khaki slacks
•New spring clacks
•Spring dresses
•All weather coats
•Plus many other
fashions
Don't forget to ask about
our special student
charge account.

s

20%-50% off
Sale still in progress

7

N«x f door to Garland J»tt%
Downtown

CATO

Richmond

SI.

STORE HOURS:
•:M

236 W. Main St

contest." explained Dr. White. Criteria
for judging will be listed at the polls and
in the FYI. Student voting is strongly
encouraged.
After the student votes are tabulated,
an alumni committee will make the
final decision. There is usually one
recipient selected from each college.
President Powell will be given the
winners names in March and plaques
will be presented at the final faculty
dinner.

